The Diggi Crypto
Infinite Rewards
Compensation Plan

The Infinite Rewards compensation plan offers unlimited daily
Bitcoin earning potential to our Reward Members (AKA
Affiliates).
We designed an infinite rewards plan that pays you bitcoin
down unlimited levels deep on legs that are coded to you.
Plus an extremely lucrative 5 generations of bitcoin matches,
which enables you to tap into the earning power of a few, to a
few hundred people.
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Global Daily Pay 7 Days a Week (paid 1 day in arrears)
There is a $35.00 annual fee to be a Rewards Member.
No product purchase is required to earn Bitcoin. Read below for full
details.
Infinite Rewards empowers part time, full time, and big-time
affiliates to grow their bitcoin income daily.
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Infinite Rewards AKA The Code
Code Goes Up from Infinite Depth
12345
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12345
Down Unlimited Depth
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Infinite Rewards
Infinite Rewards allows Bitcoin to flow up to you from infinite levels
deep.
This is done by what we call “codes and code ups.”
A code aka an Infinite Bitcoin Reward goes up to you from unlimited
depth based upon the product sales you’re linked to.
Here’s how it works.
Once qualified the first person you refer you’re paid the code on
their purchase.
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Infinite Rewards
They get the code on their first referral. Their 2nd referral the code
goes up to you (Code Up).
While they do not get the code they instantly get 3 generations of
matches (20%, 40%, 10%) on that persons Code earnings.
On your 2nd referral you’re instantly qualified on 3 generations of
matches while the code goes up to the first qualified rewards
member.
From your 3rd and on you earn the code and the matches as
qualified.
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Infinite Options
1: If Rewards Member has or decides to purchase a product (s):
Your 1st referred pays you the Infinite Reward.
Your 2nd referred is your Code Up
You are instantly qualified to get 3 generations of match 20%/40%/10% on
your Code Up. On all other matches you must qualify per the comp plan
rules.
Your 3rd and on pays you Infinite Rewards.
Your 1st, 3rd and on Code Up their 2nd to you.
You get the Infinite Rewards, and the referrer gets the matches.
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Infinite Options
Or…
2: If Rewards Member chooses not to purchase a product (s):
Your 1st referred is given to your sponsor.
Your 2nd referred pays you the Infinite Reward.
Your 3rd referred is your Code Up
You are instantly qualified to get 3 generations of match 20%/40%/10% on
your Code Up. On all other matches you must qualify per the comp plan
rules.
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Infinite Options
Your 4th and on pay you Infinite Rewards.
Your 2nd, 4th and on Code Up their 2nd or 3rd to you depending on
whether or not they chose to make the product purchase.
*On code ups the Infinite Reward code goes up, the matches
stay with the original referrer.
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Infinite Pin Rank
CQ (Commission Qualified)
Once a Reward Member AKA Affiliate has done…
Infinite Option 1 (personal purchase and personal sale) or Infinite Option 2, no
personal purchase, 1st referred is given to sponsor, 2nd referred is personal sale.
Member is then CQ (Commission Qualified) and has earned the commission on
their personal sale.
Any combination of memberships 90.00 or 299.00 is allowed.
Once CQ, affiliate then earns $30.00 & $90.00 code commissions paid in bitcoin.
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Match Pin Ranks

Match levels are M1, M2, M3, M4, M5.
M1 is Gen 1 Match qualified
M2 is Gen 2 Match qualified
M3 is Gen 3 Match qualified
M4 is Gen 4 Match qualified
M5 is Gen 5 Match qualified
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Match Pin Ranks
M1 is refer 2, who each refer 2.
M2 is refer 3, who each refer 2.
M3 is refer 4, who each refer 2.
M4 is refer 5, who each refer 2.
M5 is refer 6, who each refer 2.
To become M5, it’s simply refer 6 who each refer 2.
*Refer means a person who purchases package.
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Membership

Price

Rewards

5 Gen Matches

90.00

30.00

20%, 40%, 10%, 15%, 15%

299.00

100.00

20%, 40%, 10%, 15%, 15%

*There is no cap on the amount of Bitcoin affiliate can be paid daily.
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Membership
Price

Length of Membership

90.00

90 Days

299.00

365 Days

*Once qualified at one membership level, you’re qualified
at all membership levels.
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Retail Sales

Reward member is required to enroll 1 retail customer every 90
days. A retail customer is defined as a person that does not
become a rewards member.
All of our course, coaching and various products are sold at retail.
There is no pricing difference for reward members.
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Maintenance

Once a rewards member has become a Bronze (1st Gen Match) or
higher, they must have 1 personal sale every 180 days at the
product level they are Bronze or higher to maintain the match pin
rank.
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Income Disclaimer
All references to income, actual or potential, implied or stated, are for
explanation and illustration purposes only. They should not be construed
as average or typical.
We do not warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income, earnings
or success will be attained by any Independent Affiliate.
Actual earnings or income will vary based on various factors such as ability
and time spent promoting the products and business.
All Members are responsible for meeting all qualifications and customer
requirements as set forth by the company.
*We suggest you read the full income disclaimer. It’s found by clicking on
Income Disclaimer at the bottom of each web page on this website.
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Bitcoin Disclaimer
Bitcoin Rewards are paid daily 7-days a week. Business in one day is paid
the next day. Rewards (commissions) are calculated in real time for the
exact amount of Bitcoin.
The next day when Bitcoin is paid that exact amount of Bitcoin may have
the same dollar value, it might be lower, and it might be higher. As example
say on Monday you earn $100 in Bitcoin. When it's paid to you on Tuesday,
it might still be $100 in Bitcoin, it could be $97 in Bitcoin, and it could be
$110 in Bitcoin.
Whether it's the same dollar amount as the Reward, lower or higher, you
own that Bitcoin and can hold it, convert it to Fiat currency (money), or any
of the many options available to you.
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